
 

 

Text 

Hello, my name is Betty Smith. Let me tell you 

about my best childhood memories. When I 

was a child, I used to go to my grand parents’ 

farm, every summer.  All my cousins and I had 

wonderful moments there. I used to wait all the 

year for those days, we used to go to the river 

and play in the farm’s yard. Grandma used to 

cook food on wooden stove. We ate delicious 

meals she made, all together around the table.  

In the evening, we played hide and seek and climbed trees. At night, my 
grandpa used to tell us scary stories. We always went late to bed. I really miss 
those summer days… 

Now, we have all grown up and unfortunately, we don’t go to the farm 
anymore.  

 Questions 

 Reading and comprehension:07pts 

1. Read the text and choose the right answer: 2pts. 

a. Each summer, Betty used to go to:        

1) The farmhouse                 2) Canada                    3) school   

b. Betty and her cousins used to sleep: 

1) Early                            2) late                           3) on time 

c. Her grandma used to cook food using: 

1)  The cooker                       2) the oven                   3) the stove      
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d. Her grandpa used to tell them …………… stories: 

1) Scary                                  2) funny                             3) boring  

2. Write true’’or ‘’false’’ (correct the false statement): (1pt) 

Betty doesn’t miss those days. 

Betty and her cousins used to play hide and seek. 
 

3. Find in the text words which have the same meaning : (1pt) 

tasty= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .              great =. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

4. Find in the text the opposites of the following words: (1pt) 

Never ≠……………                                late ≠…………….. 

Mastery of the language : 7pts 

1. Rewrite the sentences below using the semi modal ‘’used to’’:(2pts) 

a.  Sarah went to bed early. 

b. He visited his uncle. 
 

2. Turn Sentence (a) to Negative form and sentence (b) to 
interrogative form: (2 pts) 
 

a) She stopped wearing El_Hayek 10 years ago. (-) 
 

b) I visited England last year. (?) 
 

3. Classify the words according to their vowel sounds: (2pts) 
Afternoon - childhood – food - full 

/ Ʊ /   /u:/ 

  

 

4. Supply the following sentence with the right punctuation and 

capitalisation where necessary.(1pt) 

last year  I visited canada with my grand parents 

 



 

Written expression: 6pts 

 Your school magazine is 

organizing a competition to choose 

the best paragraph about  

“childhood memories’’ and you 

want to participate. Write a short 

paragraph about your childhood 

memories (primary school, your 

favourite subject, your best 

classmate, free time activities and 

games…) 

♦♦ Use the past simple and used to. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                             Good luck ♥♥♥ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘’ Don’t let the fear of losing be greater than the excitement of winning’’ 



 

First term - English exam  Correction: 

Level : 3 m.s 

 

Text 

Hello, my name is Betty Smith. Let me tell you my best childhood memories. 

When I was a child, I used to go to my grand parents’ farm, every summer. 

All my cousins and I had wonderful moments there. I used to wait all the 

year for those days, we used to go to the river and play in the farm’s yard. 

Grandma used to cook food on wooden stove. We ate delicious meals she 

made, all together around the table.  

In the evening, we played hide and seek and climbed trees. At night, my 

grandpa used to tell us scary stories. We always went late to bed. I really miss 

those summer days… 

Now, we have all grown up and unfortunately, we don’t go to the farm 

anymore.  

 Questions 

 Reading and comprehension:07pts 

 Read the text and choose the right answer: 2pts. 

 Each summer, Betty used to go to:        

1) The farmhouse                 2) Canada                    3) school   

 Betty and her cousins used to sleep: 

1) Early                                   2) late                           3) on time 

 Her grandma used to cook on food using: 

  The cooker                       2) the oven                   3) the stove       

 Her grandpa used to tell them …………… stories: 

 1)Scary                                  2) funny                             3) boring   

 Write true’’ or ‘’false’’ correct the wrong statement: (1pt) 



 

Betty doesn’t miss those days. False 

Betty and her cousins used to play hide and seek.True 

 

 Find in the text words which have the same meaning: (1pt) 

Tasty =delicious                                  great  = wonderful 

 Find in the text the opposites of the following words: (1pt) 

Never ≠ always                                             late ≠ early 

2. Mastery of the language  : 7pts 

 Rewrite the sentences below using the semi modal ‘’used to’’ : 2pts 

  Sarah used to go to bed early. 

 He used to visit his uncle.  

1.  Turn Sentence (a) to Negative form and sentence (b) to 

interrogative: (2 pts) 

a) She stopped wearing El-Hayek 10 years ago.  

She didn’t stop wearing El-Hayek 10 years ago. 

b) You visited England last year. 

Did you visit England last year? 

 Classify the words according to their vowel sounds: (2pts) 

afternoon - childhood – food- full 

  

/Ʊ/ /u:/ 

Childhood    -    full afternoon          -           food 

 

  



 

 Supply the following sentence with the right punctuation and 

capitalisation where necessary.(1pt) 

Last year, I visited Canada with my grandparents. 

Written expression: 6pts 

Your school magazine is organizing a competition to choose the best 

paragraph about  “childhood memories’’ and you want to participate. Write a 

short paragraph about your childhood memories (primary school, your 

favourite subject, your best classmate, free time activities and games…) 

♦♦ use the past simple and used to. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                             Good luck ♥♥♥ 

 

 



 

    ‘’ Don’t let the fear of losing be greater than the excitement of winning’’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


